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IN OUR 75th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday, Afternoon, November 18, 1954

Dr. CHILES MODE
Dot License
Good Until
Next July 1

•
- --The new dog law enacted by the
1954
Legislature of
Kentucky
makes the dog license issued in
each county good on a fiscal year
basis rather than on a calendar
year.
Dog warden, Gaylen Trevathan,
explained today that the Leorise
purrhased this year Is gond- - Up
to July 1, 1955. Many people have
the idea-that a dog .license bon/int
now will only be good until the.
first Of the year. This is e mistake and the licenses are good
until July 1 of next year.
According to Wayland Rneads.
director of this law for the state
of Kentucky, Calloway County is
one of the best counties in the
state in complying with this law
which we-nt into effect in July of
this year. Dog licenses are on
sale on the second floor ef the
court house
Mr. Rhoads reported that there
are now many dogs in Kentucky
and in Calloway County which
have not yet been vaccinateei or
licensed and urged all dog owners
to voluntarily comply
with the
law with having their dog vaccinated and licensed.
Gaylon Tres- Aran has been employed \by the Fiscal Court es
Dog Waeden of Calloway County.
Kentucky and no other person has
any authority to issue lieenee or
pick ugi etray dog/ atter • than
Anyone else atMr Trevattran
tempting to sell licenses or pick
up dogs in Calloway Count' is
without any euthority
doing u
and
from
the proper officials
should be reported officials 'aid.

Atomic Power May
Aid Agriculture
CHICAGO rtre -Agriculture Secretary Ezra T. Benson pays atomic
power may touch off agriculture's
"most revolutionary development
of all thee."'
Benson described a strange new
farm world of speeded up crops
marketing
and radically altered
speech
Wednesday
cycles in
night before the Illinois Agrieule
lure Association
Among the possible fruits of the
peacetime tree of atomic energy,
Benson listed,
'Mut Aeons and other lieioterk
breeding advances which will cornpletely change our present marketing cycles
"Steers finished in much lista
time than now required"
The increase and speedup of
crop yield through nuclear energy
reo that several crops can lie harvested each seaeon.
concentrates which
could be sold in the same way es
frozen fruit
"Rainmaking may become a normal part of crop production," Benson said. eDeeerts may bloom
"We:ilready have :some far
enough to realize that the 'atom
will teach us more about the effective WIC of fertilizers than we
know today.-
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By CHARLES M. MCC.eeen
United Press Staff Correspeinient
There are increaiing indications
that Soviet Russia may -eally desire "peaceful co-existence" with
the free world for a while.
The Soviet government can have
peaceful co-existence, of course, if
it really want* it. All the West
asks is that it call • halt to its
aggretrave
That is asking a good bit. World
Communeem. is based un aggrea•
lion But right now, the Kremlin is
plainly
worried over the
way
things are going. It has good reason to be. For once, it is on the
defensive.
The ratification of the treaties
under which Western Gernesny is
to be rearmed is all but certain.
West European unity has reacned

French Chief Hopes
To Allay Misgivings
Of West In Talks

new high.
The Western policy of ;slaking
strength the first essential in any
diplomatic dealings with
is
paying off.
Tap East-West Parley Hinted
As things are shaping rip, it
would not be surprising if President
Eisenhower
and
British
Prime Minister Winston Churcell
decided to hold a conference with
Soviet Premier Georgi M. Meleekov next spring.
France has been more ,ir less
:eft out ef speculation about such
a meeting. But Premier - Pierre
Mendes-France has' increased his
country's prestige so greatly Ihet
if he remains in office and gets his
Parliament to ratify the German!
armament agreements, he prolia-bly would be included
•
Any Big Three or Big Four
to talk
in
meetin& according
Washington and London, would be
a highly secret and informal tine
No "sweeping agreements on specific ursues would be expeoted.
The object would be a broad
agreement on what the Russians
call
peaceful co-existence
end
President Eisenhower has called a
modes veendi
Irsing.
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R STATE BAPTISTS

`VISHINS14 .

Russia May Really Want To
Live In Peace Is Reported

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

URATORICAL BELL

Considered Highest Honor To
Be Given By State Association

a

The 117th annual sessinn of the
General Association of lioptists in
Kentucky elected Dr. H. C Chiles,
pastor of the First Wipes' Curch
of Murray, as moderator general,
or president. yesterday. The Association claims 580.1100 Cnristians
in its membership.
'The election took plate at the
annual meeting in session at Georgetown College.
The honor received yesterday
Dr. Chiles was another
a long
successai:n of
has received in his wonetry.
Ur. Chiles holds a pesition on
the Executive Committee of the
Southern '. 13aptis.. Convertion and
the Executive Committee ot
the State Association of Baptists
trustee Di
1 in Kentucky. He is
Liteirgetewn College of which he
is 'a graduate
Last April ,he was honored by
Georgetown College with an encitation
tor outstarfdieg
graved
achievement in his profession.
He was selected lest yesr also to
preach the annual sermon at the
meeting of the General Association
which was .peld in Owe!sboro .n
November. Last Februery Or Ch•lci was
honored by his cnurch. 'i he First
ay wee
Baptist Church of
11.010 love uttering !or nis

Russia

by

honors vihtch

Ill

a

IN THI UN'S 'atoms for peace" debate, C. D. Jackson (left), U. S. delegate, declares. eVishinsky
rings his oratorical bell, he raises all his pre-arranged doubts about the United States having 'narrowed' Its proposal, but there is no Soviet contribution to atoms for peace." Beside Jackson Is Anthony Nutting of the United Kingdom, and at right, Russia's Andrei VIshinsky in the session, U. S.
Delegate Henry Cabot Lodge announced that the U. S. was allocating 220 pounds of fissionable material for use of other natiorul in operating nuclear reactors,
(lnternalloncU Sounclphato)

a way Of

During Dr. Chiles ministry titre
he has edded 1180 persers• to the
church rolls.
The church budget jun.eed Irvin
about $25.000 in 1944i to .11MOSI.
$00,001.1 this year
The largest physical improvement in the church was the addition of an ecru_
building
costing over $11.10.011.
The church recently added a
Steinway
piano
en
Grand
the
sanctuary. A minister es muec
Harry Hampsher
ISO been
added since Or, Chiles came to
Murray. The church now has seeen choirs to add.to the services
Dr. Chiles was elected eist night
to succeed
Corse ressma n-el• ct
Eugene Siler. Williamsborg.
Other °rimers ere Ur. E. F.
Estes. Louisville, first
assistant
moderator; Dr. C. C. biloere. Geor-

:atonal

has a

fly DONALD J. GONZALES
United Press Matt Correspondent
W ASH INGTON
- French
German Arms Part First
Premier
Pierre
Mend, - France
But any conference would be
hoped in a talk with President
held only after the ratificaeion
Eisennower today to star' dispellmi.-air:Ina. &war of the German armament arre,iing
American
ments
how !trimly tie stands with the
Russia may be expected to keep
war.
at
West,
the
Ur. Chiles became
likerefiereiftfeW setese--I
Mr Eislehnoever invitee the dy- ments up to the last 'But the men
the First Bapttst Chum' in 1914.
namic statesman aid Secietary of In the Kremlin seem to feel that
Since that time the church rots
State John Foster Uuire to the they will fail
grown both phyaically and spirEditorsNate: rho is the second Studying why men leave the semAttendance
in
Sunday
White House for lunch atet a diaitually.
The Russian call for an sailof two dispatches abaut wives and , ace, tele leggest cumeemit
cussii-n
a whole 'erten of U.S.- Eiiropean
School rose from an sorriest. atsecurity('
conference
1
children of Arriencan servicemen found
se paratior
weis •ettorced
rencn problems
tendance of 557 to the present
was a feeble attempt at satxrtage.
be-mg shipped abroad le greater trer0 dependents.
over VOL
These issues range all the way Its rejection by the allies was cer-eve are g (log to lose one milnumbers to
their CA breadhundred perrains viewed
church mcabership
fran Russia's call for a 25-nation tain from the start.
In 1114a
winners
lion men in ;ha, fiscal ye i".r. Eighty 'the new 1955 DeSoto and the nee+ was 1219. Over lee9 members are
There is talk now of an
Esuropean security eonterence to
per
cert
of
our
have
1955
Plymouth
persenne!
at
the
L
&
It
Motors
Dr. H. C. Chiles
United of European Communist countries
hopes that the
now on the church natl.-.
French
th.al tsVii N4.4t-,. to .41(4.4 On- yesterday according
the ownees
States will help foot the bill for as an answer to West German
By FRANI- ELF t7.ER
.retown, second assistant mode-aof
the
firm
•
l"Ss
to
we
can
encourage
Them
be but a
170,000 French troops in Indochina armenient It would
United Press Staff Correspondent ,t. y
.. Ernest
U. Davis, Benner,
The Chrysler Corporation clue
in we won't have an army
But behind the formel policy gesture The Communist countries
aretary;
WASHINGrON
and . George
Jew -IL,
I: s
matter or sitayine In busi- over in their cars wa, responso
discussions, these was the larger are allied now, the satellites do
for the large crowds said 13i.r
uisvale, assistant secretary.
what the Kremlin tells them to, ing taxrrayers- .; potful et mee..s ness
question of where Mentier-France
erIlon
Lawrence and Hayden 'Rickert,:
the four-day annual ineetihg
e
of
•
w eemesera,, clorl,p, l ; 11 ,, t fol
and their armies are auxiliaries to keep larati,
himself stands on what France
Thls country never did anything ewners of the agency. A long lows:
wen their GI teubends .id fa- I
of the Ru.nian
relationship
to
long-range
like this. on any sear) scale, be low silhoutte and sweeping design
enO
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d°
, 'Ape
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!hers abroad
Theme is talk also that the
35
C
Ae
dnusto
t s Beds
and the West should be.
(It)
yesterchly as 'the itelegiotes apmay arm East Germany.
Nobody knows the exect sem. I lure World War 11. but only since was introduced in the new 1955
Spirit Optimist'.
II have we been cern- models.
big East German army might well But Pentagon bookkeeper ring ivp World
25
%proved
Emergency Beds
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Tii,. 1,,, „„i. I. ,,,,..c: , ,,,
Seven ,;. es tendei foot scent's %%ere

Girl Scout
News
_
Troop I:: met Friday at :he CIO

JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER

Five Years Ago Today

Read Qur Classifieds
1111111111111MINEIM.

...ticLrfoot scouts serTh,
ved refi eshments to - the twenty
four- gi.1, and two mothers present. -

•

faltered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transit...4am as
MOSCOW Nov. 17 -There were i
Second Class Matto:
increasing signs today the Soviet
Union was Preparing to set on
a defense alliance of East EurTHE KENTUCKE PRESS ASSOCIATION
nations
to counteract
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE SVITMEr• CO. LIN opean
Monroe. Win:phis, Tenn . 250 Pk A‘e New Yurk. 307 N M.chigan NATO
, Chicago, 80 Bolyston 3L Boston,
.
eye
Diplomatic sources sail the
Soviet was expected tu, call a
European
111UPSCRIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray. per we.1 15e, pee
onference of East
taw.In 65: In Calloway and adjauung couaLes, par year, Li 50 else- nations here Nov. 29 if the Western nations reject. as expected.
atte,‘„ $530
the Kremlin's invitation to an
We reserve the right to reject any Advert sing. Lacers to tw Editor all-Europe security conference.
sr PUbLc Voice itetna which In our opinion are not for the best
broacica,ts from
Communist
surest of our readers.
Prague. Warsaw. Budapes: and
Bucharest said the satellite naTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER IS, 1954
tions of Czechoslovakia. Poland,
. Hungary, and Romania already
had agreed to send delegates to
the Soviet-proposed conference
Diplomatic sources speculated
Ledger and Times File
the East European conference
,
would result in tome sort of
November 18, 1949
East European collective security
pact formalizing the already intimate political and military yeTwo men robbed the Farmington Bank at 12:10 today
lattons between Russia and the
of $4765, after lucking bank head. Clinton Jones in the East European nations.
veult.
Trud. official organ of the

19r,

The meeting eli..;ed with the
gut SelilliS Friendship Circle.

MURRAY
Drive-In
THEATRE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
LOOK! LOOK!
"DAKOTA"
WILL PAY THIS WEEK
John Wayne
with
14c
.
Heavy Hens
1 lc Feature starts at 7:00 p.m.
Leghorn.
Sc
Cocks
MONDAY
35c SUNDAY and
Eggs
"LET'S DANCE"
subject to change %Mime
with Betty Hutton
notice.
Hides and Hams
Showing only on Friday.
Kelley's Produce
Saturday, Sunday
Phone 4" I
South 13th St.
& Monday

stainless steel grille
• The 1955 Cadillac Series 62 Convertible Coupe styling is new from its cellular
by a 250
Powered
fenders.
integral
elongated
by
enclosed
deck
rear
of
sloping
•xpanse
to its
styling enhanced
horsepower high compression V-8 engine, the 1955 Cadillac Convertible has its
tho int••61r.
nine.a I. n/i inn n•n •••• I•le.thme•
•••
v IMO,/

Re•idence Phone

!IMP 711911911,
1=ItlaINIME1=MI:

Call 1975 For Delivery

trade union central council, made
A record yield of corn was harvested this. year on the alliance.- was in the works when
it clear today that a "deferb.e
Murray State College Farm. .
it published an article.by S VasProfessor F. D. Mellen. of Murray State College will flies-. secretary of the Moscow
regional peace committee, saythe guest speaker tonight at Tempel Israel in radiiing:
cah..
--Creation bf a narrow military
• Timothy Ra-y Farrel!. 2 day old son of Mr. and Mrs. grouping of several West European states, the chief military
Charles Farrell. Jr. died 'last-night at the Murray Hos- force of which would be a
West
pital.
German army having aggressive
aims, can cause creation of a
Indianapolis, Ind. (UP) The Amerit all Legion hs serv- defense alliance of peace-10%mo
notice in a strongly worded re-olution of its National European peoples to ensure thelr
,ecurity "
NgecutiNe Committee that it will demand that the second

be

%,•ssion of the Slst Congress take into its own hands the
iftiplementation of an immediate nationwide program
of civil defense.

GROCERY

SWANN'S

.L.)c•!.. 25c or 40c

()ranges. 8 lb. bag 39c

each Sc

Florida Grapefruit .. 71; lb. bag 45c

:-bu. $1.45

Apples, Winesap
Orange Juice, Bordo 46-oz. can

25c

Cranberry Sauce, Tag:pewit, tall can

19c

Nabisco Blew Cheese Crackers, box

25c

"'unsweetened Prunes, 2-lb. box

55c

Mrs. Tucker's Shortening, carries 15c to $1.00 coupon
93c
3-Lb. Can
Watch Paducah Sun Democrat Thursday and clip
coupons.
35c

Instant Dry Milk Solids, mkes 3 qurts
Graham Crackers, Flavor-Kist, Sugar Honey,

34c

1 -lb.

Sugar Curing Salt, Morton's or Colgin's, 7': lbs. 98c
$1.60

Meat Salt, Ohio River, 100 lbs.
Hour, 10 lbs. guaranteed, Self' Rising

^sr

Buying sundried or evaporated apples, white peas,
potatoes. pumpkins, red pepper and sage.

Will pay' an trade for standard eggs, doz 45c
---MEATS—
Bacon, 1-11s. Swift's Premium Sliced

59c

Bacon, Slab, by the piece

45c

Jowls, Dry Salt, lb.

20c

Weiners, lb. skinless

45c

Bologna, 1 lb. 35c — 2 lbs.

65c

Pork Livor,-ifreshly sliced, lb. .

29c

Beef Liver. (ender; lb.

35c

Sausage, bulk, well seasoned, lb.

38c

Chickens, fryers cut-up tray pack, lb.

37c

3 lbs

THE NEW BUTTERBALL PACKAGE!

President Has Yen
To Raise Turkeys
On Gettysburg Farm

PREMIUM

MAJORITY OF
LEG TENDONS
REMOVED

tt- :111V6T11N. Nov 17 II:P.
President Elsenhosser said tosae some. [lark.1.she doves to rAi
s % hen
ret1
to his farm
near Gettysburg.,Pa
T .e President expressed his
P1'. to Peary 'Loaning of
V. ineltester Ky . president of the
National Turkey Federation. who
presented him t•ith a 43-pound
bird for his Thanksgiving dinner
• When 1 'get my farm 1 m
go-rig to send for you people to
I ten me how to raise them." the
• 1m going to
Piesident said
'lair myself a torn turkey and
Is o or
three hens
A member of the turkey-present..ng group mune•liatels handed the Ptesicient a book titled
rkey Management
The Thanksgising turkey was
selected from a flock of 100.000
'Loaning raised on us Kentucky
farm
The President observed tlat
mit of s !lock that size 'soil
h.rdly miss him

Aircraft 11Vorkers'
Wages Are At Peak

98c

Pork Chops, first cuts, lb.

43c

Parkay Margarine, lb

29c

,he average
, -craft worker in the United
- - ates today earns $943 more per
:,ear than he did in July. 1950.
! the month the Korean war Devlin This is $726 per year above
the ,serage for all US. manufacturing employees.
! Planes, off teal publication of
Aircraft Industries Association.
' 'vs that the aircraft corkers
._her earnings resulting from
wage increases gr.dsted by the aircraft Industkr in the past four
• Pars account for....ope-fifth of
t:.e industry's estimated $3 54-billion payroll for 1954.
In mid -1950. the aserage annual earninga for aiicraft corkers
%Ale $3.450. comptred with $4.413
today. Their weekly earnings
: ace jumped $18 32 during thisme
title the al.erawe for all
•:.,•nufacturing industrieas went

TOMS
HENS

7

.. of'$76 5-million in 19511 and
tt,e:e are 803.000 em5,17.1 't

r

-SPECIAL ,
. for
Friday & Saturday
2 •DaNs Onh

Black 4-dr.
Custom
8 - Cylinder, Radio,
Heater, Seat Covers,
Windshield Washers,
Direction Signals,
Back-up Lights,
Locally Owned
,
Kentucky License

1,AMPKINs 11OTOR SALES
3rd and Maple Sts

SEE JUNIOR LAMPKINS

Ph. 519

cle

,g.
l2
Lbt.0 A
.1

Lb.

Full Cooked

lbs. Si

3

SWIFT'S
P EMIUM

.,...--.
41*
.5.-- .... •"'":'
f„...
...:
.7_
"....1...,;.

2 doz. 39e

Oranges

4

9Ks
The Swift Representative will be in our storr,
Saturday. Nov. 20th to serve our customers
tasty samples of this delicious Brown 'N Serve
Sausage.

ICE CREAM

'2-Gal 79c
pkg. 32c

Plenty Fruit Cake Mixes

Fresh Fruits

Maxwell House

Coffee

(Caged)

Sealtest — Any Flavor

1
.
F^

Godchaux
Confectioners

Fresh

Pumpkin

Blue

Bonnet

MAYONNAISE,

Oysters

Pint Jar

3 Lb. Can

1 -Lb. Bag

39c

pint $1,05

99e

20e

:LETTUCE

Ce4ry -- 15c
Blue

01,

eI
16 to 20 49
Lb. Avg.L1

Pork Sausage

Come in and Sample the

Washington

. ; only in 71
I he art',le says that en4.,loy. the .urcra:t industry
b.
uith a monthly pay-

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

TURKEY

65c

Star Best Flour, 5 lbs. 45c-25 lbs. in fancy bag 1.85

Ground Beef, lb. 35c

These Prices Are Good

Bonnet

MINCE MEAT (Monarch) 18-oz. jar
GREEN GIANT PEAS 300 size can
CRANBERRY SAUCE 1 -lb. can
Delmonte — 300 Size

Margarine lb. 29c

ALL GREEN ASPARAGUS can

Hienz

HANZ DILL PICKLES 24-oz. jar

BABY FOOD
strained 3 for 29c
junior 3 for 43c

43c

11(

1 Lavorkist

GRAHAM CRACKERS box

29(

Ocean Spray
CRANBERRIES
pound 19c

Johnson's Grocery
512 S. 12th St.

"Fine Food Foe Fine Folks"
Amor ammic room= fampgagg worm= se um= INNIIIIINE IMO=1.11111111111111r SWAM
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Thee expenses totaled $.28.300 the basic job of building elt''Inc
in the rural area has 000. an Increase of 51.700.000. or
been
report 6 percent. Taxes or tax enuiyalcompleted," the
states. "Many of ,the unserved erts paid by the distributors
farms Ire located adjacent to totaled „55 679,000. of which $5.existing rural lines and an be 149
1: 716d.01)(1' als prliodvet0
te cour
,
stfants.
a tria•d
r,1Tr
local
served airy dine the -farm family
Net income of the 148 munici- of the year the distributors were
requests selvice. .. It is not ex- 5183.000 to the.Ferisrat (fervor- •
pal and cooperative distributors serving 1.333.000 con.sumers, an pected that residential consumers ment for emolovees' social skimof TVA power was $20,217,000 in increase of nearly 50.000 for the will be added so rapidly in the it'. In addition to tliese r,-ivthe fiscal year ending on June year. Reshjential consumers used future as in the past, largely /rents TVA during the same year
30, an increase of $1.789.000. or 5.5 billion kwh, or 14 percent because farm electrification is, made In-lice-of-tax pavinents to
10 percent. over the previous more than the previous year.
nearing completion. Nevertheless, state and lace] governments of
The average use by residential trnS" of thousonds of new homes 53 579 009. of v,hicoi g'2.157.001
year, TVA renort•ed today. Total
revenues of $126,000.000 were re- consumers was 4,713 kwh. com- s%ill be built and numerous farms related to revenee received from
ported, an increase of 9 percent. pared with 600 in the area prior
re set to be.s.erved..s0 that (ho Ile 148_ distributors: -,
A reoort on the fiscal rear's to TVA. Residential rate elvers-re, dr rew consumers will contie
'i tiC re- -''''Tn - t Mal.- 11Cerefore"
operations of the distributors 1.26 cents a kwh, compared with contribute to load growth.
roil states. "the i 11 non eondistribu57
The
cents
1933.
in
based
TVA.
57
by
nab!
Fm3.000 in
ors issued today
-In addition, it is estimated stemet's . . .
op the annual reports of all dis- tors data showed that about
state and local taxes. This
elec04
of
that
use
expanding
125.000 homes in the region are
tributors.
trical appliances will increase
Net income of the 97 munici- heated by electricity. The dis- the average residential- use of t(lar
hi fToh
he
77t•s i"!tr1,
their1etrc
i t'b6
of
l unts
iln
:':"
air
that
also
reported
tributors
among the napal distributors was $18.405.000.
7.000 kwh within a few years national average
major
becoming
a
is
conditioning
while that of the 51 cooperative
MI nefi iitirties in
During 1954 overage residential tion's privately
distributors was $1.812.000. Mu- load; an estimated 60,000 room use of 19 electric systems distri- 1953 was 86 cents. The average
reported
were
conditioners
air
nicipalities increased their net
owned utilitbuting TVA poster tiara reached for the 13 rrivatelvto
income by $1.357.00 over the installed in 1953, with indications
I'VA area
ier that neighbor
or exceeded this figure."
in
greater
was
number
the
that
previous year, while cooperatives
Pt) cents. and the rror-e
The
distributors
the
to
of
cost
1954.
eained $432 000 in the same peri amon,, tirem was from 46 cents
The consolidated report shows pewer purchased from TVA was to 114 cent""
iod. More than half of the net
S5.reof
an
the
increase
S52,700.000.
of
440,000
that
nearly
of the municipalities was earned
re than 9 600.000. or 12 percent. over the , • a:
ti
_a s..orv
0 .-mes. p111, it,i Z •••nv
by the four largest operations in gion's farms, or
Knoxville, Chattanooga, Nash- out of 10. now are eing served preceding year. Distribution, con- 1 - if -'t i`, .15: T•ie w;Is fo, 'lie iu,'• '
collectand
accounting
100,sumers'
than
re
with electricity.
• , , t'i, , ou lb, p•a•pa.a, cp ville, and Memphis.
al lines lire in n'. sales promotion, and admin. , ,u • !' .1 •mo r All'', '• I' .. '
Sales by the distributors total- 000 miles of
istiative and general exrcnars 1 nd 1. r. -"and 31.• , f.• ,.
ed 11.1 billion kilowatt-hours, service.
"Although many farms remain consiSt primarstu.- of salaries, I ThP orn,,Irr,. p.,,...,,i
compared with 10.0 billion kilowatt-hours last year. At the Close to be served--and will be served o ..Ts, materials. an.I supplies.'r.,1-c;;T from s' ickin Y.
- •
animmt.aummi_

TVA Power Distributors Show
10% Increase In Revenue

PRESIDENT LAUDS 'ACTION'

a

t
i

i
i

1

A 1-IN-100,000 shot, William G. Spellman, 96, father of &rdlnal
Spellman of New York, is handed a check for his life Insurance in
Abington, Mass. Insurance company it. expectancy statistics
show that only one in 100,000 persona lives to do this. Handing
him the check is special agent Edward A. Livingst.
os SA Charles
,
H. Kerrigan, assistant manager, looks on.

Today's
World
r &intim-P=114

PARKER'S FOOD
MA•RKET

South Fifth Street

Fresh Cranberries

FRYERS

49e

BACON ,

'lb'

PORK SAE'SAGE

39e

Chocolate Drops

lb. •99c

lb'

Prrty Pak

qt. 99c

Dill Pickles

Grade "A" Choice
Sugar Cured Smoked

TURKEYS, HENS, DUCKS, FRYERS

Bordo, 46-0z. Can

for your Thanksgiving dinner to be sure

Orange'Juice
-

25c

Morrell

of getting the correct size.

4 lb. ctn. 79c

Pure Lard
We Have Fresh

Pure Fresh

16-0z. Can

Van Camp

3 lbs. S1.00

GROUND BEEF

Ground Fresh Several Times Daily

Big Brother SALAD DRESSING .

Chili, with beans

Country Pork Sausage

qt. 39c
16-Oz, Can

Kraft VELVEETA CHEESE .

SALTINESby

Blackberry

Big Brother Elberta PEACHES in syrup 25c

;;11%es

Preserves

2 lb. box 85c

Now, IN $6.4 A ll:T. Trailf

BORAZO

20c

Linit

LAUNDRY STARCH
Giant

1 113.

Qt.
'2-Gal.

19c

lb

2 for 29c

,

GLASS WAX

pt. 59c

Large

31C

DUZ

BLEACH

250

GOLD SEAL

..... 49c

.

TREND

.t),)1.

J'(L1i'1flAt

Art

24c

BORAX

444

16W

erltPed
%li

Twenty Mule Team

GOLD SEAL

Giant ,

73c

DREFT

SNOWY BLEACH

Liquid

35c

• 39:.

JOY DETERGENT

with the new '55 Dodge!

•

CM AY

4th and Poplar — Phone 1000

9 doz. 49c

Oranges

Old Fashioned

Pure. Seasoned The Way You Like It

ii

Taylor Motor Co.

Florida, Med. Size
Juicy

rural route number and postoffice.

Far ahead . .. with .the most exciting car of all,
the flair-fashioned '55 Dodge! Every day we're
making more sales, and offering top trades that
step you up to this big, dazzling, powerful new
... today!
Dodge so easily. See Dodge. Get our offer.

()C

Worthmore, Tray Packed

Give Us Your Order Now For Your

Now you can receive this big metropolitan paper by mail on the SAME
DAY it is published.
The SPECIAL OFFER in this week's moil is a Bargain You Don't Wont To
Miss If you haven't received it, drop o postcard today to SPECIAL
OFFER,c/o The Courier-Journal, Louisville 2,Ky. List your name

1.."."...
.
-2*-7000.1111111.1111
'Nt1111PIrgIWPIIIIIP"""41111.1rOigiti

1 Lb. Cello

.

Eatmore

Grade "A" Cut-Up. Pan Ready

ADD TO THIS the farm news, sports, women's news, columnists,
comics, feature stories and editorials and you come up with a bargain
in good reading when you invite The Courier-Journal into your
home.

Flashes
Ahead...

LOW PRICES

HIGH QUALITY

Shop Parker's One-Stop Grocery Every Day For Outstanding Vail'es - - Ph. 1061

million
NEWS REPORTS from three wire services—more than half a
globe.
the
over
all
from
room
news
our
to
in
—flow
day
a
words
Other news comes by phone and direct wire from our own news
three
bureaus irs. Washington and Frankfort. Staff members of our
live and
other news bureaus in Kentucky, and correspondents who
work in every corner of the state, assure you more Kentucky news
through The Courier-Journal.
reNEWS PHOTOS complete the story. Through our facilities for
today's
carries
-Journal
Courier
your
wirephoto,
by
pictures
ceising
pictures today. In as little as eight minutes, pictures of headline
happenings all over the country are flashed to our news rooms.
Pictures of important and interesting events in all parts of Kentucky
ere made by our 22 veteran photographers .. . one of the largest
newspaper photo staffs in the nation.

RURAL
ROUTE
PATRONS

Reit" Toby's Classifieds

moormsairownismirtormirvxmonow2mem.=mow

Free Parking

in

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER addresses and lauds the American Council
to Improve Our Neighborhoods—to be known as ACTION—at
WashIngton meeting. Dezile him is Maj. Gen, Frederick A. Irving,
(international/
ACTION president.

lie
I

'a
•

6.4.11._ lib

3
4
pers. size Reg. Size
25c
23c

.arge

3F

Large

31
:1111M11

2
Med. Size
19C,-

-rt.

Large

Giant

3]c

73c

Giant
size
73c

2
2
Bath Size Lge. Size
27c
25c
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Club News Activ die
Weddings Locals

P/ay Series
it Coldwater Meet
I,

a...

-

11 oodmen Circle And
Junior Grove Hold
Meetins,, lmrsday
.1
;,

.:-own
.1-own

turkvy

is the

-University

ih-nms 'soya

!hostess 1-u,- Meet

I

:

GENE

ha

ts'

_

FRIDAY
and SAT.

CRACKS DOWN ON MAIL CROOKS!

7

CHAMP1Ohl

89c

STEWING HENS

It 39c

79c

FRYING CHICKEN

It 43c

DUCKLINGS

It 63c

PORK SAUSAGE

it 49c

- P L,U S First Chapter.Last CHapter
"Manhunt
In
"Gunfighters Of
African Jungle"
The Northwest"

PRIME RIB ROAST

It 69c

PERCH FILLETS

it 39c

-LAST TIMES TONIGHT
"GONE WITH THE WIND"
with Clark Gable and Vivian Leigh

53c

CRANBERRIES

Ilarris l;r0:.eg Club
lleets In IlmmolOf
Bill Ilra:ker

.tri,ret. w•Ilt MI,.
C.siu will,

1! •
‘

.),

"

I
.0. 1 L.K.-.>

In;

T.a.

-

•

POI:er

2&dirAiriViSr

.1

3:35

net

degrees.

lls,

pun
ith drippings tr. the
!o- 16-p Oiid turke)
stuff,tes
121-211 m

'nett

Ii.-.

..1: K.

English Walnut

lbs

rmosten
.

ut Aturit

,t, it
IS 2., I.,

A...

:!.3-1.ttancl tyri
rri.nutes

Lb. 39c

pe r pou.

DAVID 0 SELZNIICK 5

,

•••

•

.
urgtia

_A study of home nursing is ens
▪
el the 1'41e-time coal if
county t
Adirtr
41L 4::r4 k447's
the health of their fat!,

Corn Crop
Estimate
Is Given

. I.

303 Can

10c

liaitex Sliced
...•••••••••

NTRODUCING GORH A M

No. 2 Cans

PINEAPPLE.

2 cans 49c

Embassy Strawberry
X., r

'WILLOW -FROM THE

PRESERVES

JEW AMERICAN MODERN

Embassy Stuffed

SERIES

OLIVES

JENNIFER JONES • GREGORY PECK • JOSEPH COTTEN
- LAST TIMES TONIGHT
Victor Mature
Richard Contrin "CRY OF THE CITY"

41111111111•11M11011•11111111111111111111111111111111111,
21111EIMIMI 31111111-

Loqm; our
1111
Befrins Fri 19 11
COATS

SUITS
HATS
Lingerie

(Take advantar,,i of these bargains for your Christrinas Shopping.

t_ I? 11 1)- . F k S-II I()
. \ S II0P
-

National
I/a

Hotel Bldg

'11 elf- phone

J07

4'3 -oz. Jar

29c

PATTERNS

STAR-KIST TUNA

-

The Atser;con Modern
pattern the? dermte
it. .4001 clean sweat
look from Scandi•
na•ia.,

hilt

CRC

A

1

1-Jul

4-Tv

5- Ve
12-Ms
12-So
14-Mc
no
13-W1
11-W,
hit
15-$5
20-l.a
21-11a
33--(ir
24-Ti
27-N.
211-11.4
30-Cc
to
St-Al
lei
32-Ts
36-F,

2

77
ao
is

$,

16-0z. Cans

35e

Kroger W.K. Yellow

CORN

303 Can

2 cans 29c

Del Monte Early Garden

303 Can

PEAS

19c

Kroger

9-oz. Can

MINCE MEAT . 2 cans 45c
Kroger

39c

3

Cans

$11
.

room

lb. 29c
lb. 37c

STA-FLO
LIQUID STARCH
with coupon on
541.12
bottle
livarec."
'y Gal.
1
Id 11)

Bluing

BLU-WHITE
pkg. 10c
Wd X

WAX RITE

a low

Wilsons - The Original

CHOPPED BEEF

12-oz. can 37c

SWEETHEART SOAP . 3 reg. bars 25c
SWEETHEART SOAP
0-CEL-0 SPONGES

2 bath bars 25c
sm. size 19c

Jar Salads or Cooking

WESSON OIL
Tropical Flavor

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

qt. 73c
46-0z. Can

39c

WOODBURY SOAP

3 reg. bars 27c

WOODBURY SOAP

2 bath bars 25c

16-Oz. Can

43c

direct
he h&c
on Et
give f
Lydia
Eniddull!
was
one k

twice,

- of 1 2 Gal.

Liquid

en.
slowly

Sunshine

HI-HO CRACKERS

II F,1
desk,

s dial

purchase

43c

N.,Ina
d•h,,tai
['err:Mt
means
share c

every

SAVE 10c
on next

Todd am

!Require
in,,.. yr
log soo;
*arts
also mu
to Gar.
evma
les at,
of his I
▪ hr,01
• hous
new* 0
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4 lb. bag 73c
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2 for 35c

Crisp Saltines

Marvels

1

Gorhom's toy"THEME"'

Not every;lody . in

49c

STERLING

See afro:

Drastic -Reductions--DRESSES.
Jewelry *
11I Sales CAI --- )0 itefunil

24-0z. Jar

Chunk Style

You'll love new
Gorham Willow
for its fluid grace
and sophisticated
use of a simple nature form, to lyrical of the best in
Far Eastern :at.
Then you'll love
the way this pattern functions for
you to give you
maximum use with
a minimum of
pieces. A six-piece
place setting (com
tasting of teaspoon.
new use place
knife, fork, and
spoon, hollow.
handle spreader
and salad fork)
costs only $32.50
Fed. Tax incl.
(Knife, of course.
also features Gotham's farnow, onepiece sterling
)
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ea. 39c

CRANBERRY SAUCE 2
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FRESH PINEAPPLE
AVOCADOES
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2 lbs. 25c

Ocean Spray - Whole or Strained
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LOUISIANA YAMS

DAVIS POP CORN
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HEN TURKEYS 12 to 14 lb. . . ft 53c
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TURKEY
OYSTERS

GENE AUTRY

I.

95 Drive-In
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Hello,
pares
It's a rainy day, but still warm.
..ink*.ving dinner. Miss nor:e Imlay. specialist in foods St We surely have been having lovely
-cattier.
of Kentucky, otters
FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pete
Self
and
the nousewife these sz.n.gestions:
"CATTLE TOWN"
Quick. frozen turkey: lit leave Clam vited Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Hurt and Mrs. Fannie Hicks and
starring Dennis Morgan
bird in its body wrap und place
dalight,r,
Coldie, one
Sunday
L.)/ 11 0///e/MJAWS
and Rita Moreno
on sheit in r4.4rigeratue for two afternoon
recently.
*CIA...".
PLUS
Lifl,V11.. to
tour (1,173 to defrost Allow
Mrs. Juanita 'Sett and Mrs. Ity405C/
Ciao
rtIl
"CRY OF THE HUNTED"
five to six hours for every pound tha Self and
visited
Claro
Mrs.
VS11 .:ac/c
1;•
.11
61/
of Oird. This Method is 1es1rabie, Kate Ellison and Mrs. Annie
with Vittorio Gassman,
r. ;
B.
•
:50
SIli.
nonie
J1
C. .is
detroSt tog
slow
prevents ex- Counts and little daughter Katy,
Barry Sullivan and
Leet4.-s is.; LI Na r4-1 1.4.41fraaa Lii Maui- cessive
shrinkage and less of Itia,t Thursday morning for .1 SlIvt
:
Polly Bergen
So
long
time.
for
this
.4„.0
Lae
tioos,i‘
i
a•a•lanio ju•ceS. 4,2) Turkey delmsts more
while. Mrs. Ellison wasn't feelinj
uxkly at loam temperature than so well.
Just A Hilibi'ly est...immerilimmitemmis
fsi•uu.:.; in the refrigerator. Allow about
an hour per pound.
ss->a gal... the daAs so -n as the turkey has thawl; os
L.'
•
uy
oy Mrs. ed static:en:1y. remove tie giblets
•
..
V. aka - or. a
hills! sesson
and neck which usually are wrap-.
Mr: Lt...,
pod togetner in parchment and
M-s
"“
vi.'.
a..
pi ss-usa
l.e "ila uut4IP"tce ci
U.S. Gov't. Inspected - Oven Ready -Torn Turkeys 15 to 18 lb.
placed in inc cavity of the bird
Lb. 43c
eel-ems:11.es and the bus.- un th'
They snould be thurougi* washed.
Torn Turkeys 19 to 24 Lb.
ness acss.oh. Xtrs. k•r:e.er anL-41
"
"
)
•
Pr'iectitt_un
ne
iloanzcu ner
Ler Lie
n"4"
was Uteri put on to simmer flowly in
v.. 0.,
.
slven Oy M.S. liallett J'4r. Art, WLIa
hot, salted. water. Whe:r tender,
chop f.nety. then use with th
„ Dec. 9 e"
."
L"
"
""ng 12111." "L''a un
• Muy.ag IS omen s Coats
Suits:
tits,th in the stoning or gravy.
4 to 11 Lb. Avg. Lb. 59c
.5%
I. lab
Fres-Shore
1-i4iCli•cape and
turkey: He I r 5 crate
4.ites ak..re
iresh
$11.1
6-veil
Cy
sician
nits.
afttoanu•
degrees,
38
pr.srptly at
to 38
n
2;•,,
pro.Ket
airs. ft,.,2er
n
loJeely wrapping the bird in atDressed - 3 to 5 Lb. Avg.
:2Y 2-4 sioone
Vians %%are ;boa.: to si.vi. son, unimum Ie.', parchment or wrixei
Select Pts.
•
to
the :qui': ay4oio
paper. Use within two or titr,t.
1,...1Up4
ty
1.1c ealo
se:id 1.51.' 001- 'days.
Cut-Up Tray Packed
Std. Pts.
Never rreeze a stuffed turkey.
1.41a Maefed
still/11%41 dI
rte.('
hosp:tal it
It r tde sunt
la rss Imlay warned. Stutt it Jim
w‘,.1 before lt is put into the oVen
•
patients. Vie
U.S. Gov't. Graded No. 1
ii.d by Ian.. Ho,after d.nner, remove the :eft-over
4 :no
det.cants re stuffing and refrigerate or frecti •
r Sat.:r - Inc 110,-"Ieb5 scrvin
separately. Allow 3-4---co2 of
ilL Ania I•15 to the group.
Mayrose
oue to
fin!, per pouhd of tdrkry,
Doccriuser
will
1
tie
metia.
be
Armour Star - Cello Roll
Al arra y
ti411 hi the a nue et
krt:c to e.. de weight. Ingredien:o for
it.. 2.
•311‘
wc. Unit'
,1 3
are
to Clre,SItIg 'except-the
eonn2
be
SatShank Portion Lb.
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
bc:o: e. '1,i avoid a .
dinrIc-c niee:aw. at the. pail Stiall!li!. the b..o.y
tiJuse at snould bc stuffed light'Y
5 Lb. Box $1.89
When tile bird has Mesei stulleu
and
brush
triasscd,
the skit
. ,
thorotieeity
with melted cookin.
Fresh, Red Ripe
Friday, Not ember 19
4
_ .
'Isne
e.
meet fat- l'1,.ee on a rack. in 71 shal
open p.n. breast side. tip. I.
SAul
1%1 fat-rpoist,.,
di 2.. o-;furl: 0. 0 civet. tni!, tr,r..1 with a
hire.- enough Si cove!
„uenioei ii -.2
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• • • •
In• v top and drape down.tne sides
I
•
:Sew c.nicorct liort:ernakters Viace the turkey in a preheat

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or
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Rev. J. 11,, Self, of Birmingham,
Ala., is very sick again. He is a
brother to Pete and 'Richard Self
itif this county.
Mrs. Emma Nance is still sick.
Her daughter, Sally, of Chicago,
is visiting, her.
I hope all of the sick are soon
well again..
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Fulcher
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ken Runyon
Sunday a week ago.
Mr. Orville Fulcher will celbrute his birthday Novt. 20th.
Happy birthday to you. Hope you
have many happy returnee of the
day.
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house. Sold only D. Liaoi SPECIAL EQUIPMENT Ai TURill
Coo
greed
Coldwater
G. Starks Se Son, 12th & Popetr uer
nille crankshafts bi a/I cats w_ehout reSt. Phone 1143.
mover, engine, With a new guarMONEY. AD- ante -Bursted
EXTRA
MAKE
bloeks
repaired.
ethos, Mail postcards sea.e time cylinders rebored and rods aligneach week. BIC°, 143 Be'rnont. ed-I have the Isrgest auto Mati:10e Chii.e asop in Callosray County.
Belmont, Mass.
You will save money by seeing
WANT '1`0 PENT A ale. Truman Turner in Coldwater
IF YOU
njec
washing macnine for 30 days, cli
M. G. Ifiehardsol, phone 'A n19e
Out like

PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY
and commercial. Wells ants Wrather Studio. South Side Square.
n2lc
Murray,
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NOTICE

Answer to Yesterday's Puglia
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
11--Torsos?
Russian ruler
-liereciltarY
factor
35-Swordsman'.
dummistakis
39-Indian
stringed
Instrument
41-Right labbr )

ACROSS

handles
II-Electrified
particle
27-Mistake
44-I.amprey
lee-Footlike part
66-Furopeans
67-Period of time
DOWN
1 -Possemee

language
32-Tuui
34-For instance
(abbr
s

),

15

-,

5

4

ii

3-Anglo - Saxon
argr house
r
3-y
4-CivIl -Injury
6-Manner
6-Pronoun
7-Fellow (colloq.'

,
/
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'
•

8-City in ..ew
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:9-Priest's
vestment
11-S1.a:def. .or
"river"
1G-Exist
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27-Got up
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FOR

Fent RENT: TWO ROOM FURfleshed Apt. 207 South ate St. 1113p

FOR RENT: 6 ROOM HOUSE
and bath. 6 miles out. I na.le rot
Lynit Grove Road. Heated with
gas, running water. Phone 111/5
-sous -.aeries to cnobse from.
nlap
in Mayfield. Cletus byr‘:.
Timm a
CP nt in or write toclay
sten City.
-este Depas' :• tits
. •
Pheere 1100.
nide
i 1ES PLACEFOR SALL
NOTICE: HOME BAKED CAKES. Stock, nxtures, building Immedichiffon, devil food. sposge. Also ate pOiSsessi.n. Inquire it Dotties
divinity and fudge cattily. Call Place. 4th & ' Walnut St.
Mrs. Altman 333W.
FOR SALK: REMINGTON PUMP
gem. 20 gauge with pody cnoko.
vIACHINE like new. guarimteeu. tireen
SINGER SEWINCi
in
For soil.
Mu:ray
representative
:120e
contact
Sales, Service. Repast
ph roe
Loon Hall, 1411 "Popier
TrIS
11174-1e

11.

26-Put off
26-Dirties
38-Sun god
73-Temporary
shelter
37-Handle
31-rompers point
34-City in Greece
34-Yielded gold
40-o•remonies
47-Extinet hit d
at-uld musical
Instrument
4' I. mistaken
46-Frunt seed
47-Fish egg.
411-1411• mean
ow Zealand
parrot
..;-Com mon
warrier (abbr.)

JANE

•

Wanted To Buy

I

Sn,uil

lone

kISSIBLE
WILL TURN TO
party, Spinet Piano lino u; mike, r(m)m
excellent
will p.m.
etindition. SAM
-acne deal, then assume small
monthly payments. Contact Credit
Manager. Joplin Piano Company,
Drive. Paducae.
110 liorrelotan
nille
Kentucky

11.1.1

iL a

r'

:t

tele' aSter
Map

Caught in Reno

Wanted
stilt EICS I
WANSFED: RIO sAk
If you haven't had a wreck in the
past 12 merlins you maa quality
for a spectal rate on pair Awnmobile Insurance. Open is. Deer' aober_alls tall at tialloweee,Jeaurance
Agency. West Side of C. tart SCI..
Murray, Ky, Ph. IOW or 151-M.
?flap

thalle -f21,)no
I
.

Rua

ABBOTT

were going In or
'They stared at her. Anne cried: when no patrons
SYNC/Pale
Was reAt flig, Josh Trevitt makes his will, / "You can't!" A little chorus lifted. I coming out, and oftr n
Mai ing an equal share of his ramblink
warded and reassured by a glimpse
Hester?"
farm in New Turk tats to ascii of his "But where.
Cindy.
silts es. Kra. Hamar Annum, Miss Jennie! -It's come up quite suddenly. My ot
Todd and hi• nephew Torn Todd But to uncle died a few weeks ago ae a
"That snake here tonight ?" he,
remain
must
mirk
titie.
Goal
acquire
left ari estate up in northern New asked Bengy.
three months on the land those leav"Sure. Didn't you see hue [milog sooner relinquishing their share or York. It has belonged to the famJosh
-resident."
anal
the
to
sh•res
ily, my mother's family, for gen- suse parked ahead of yours? Every
also assigns as acre with hey cottage,
erations It may be run down but night he's come this week- sit•
to Gary leorbeek., • stranger who'd
maktome to ilea there Shortly after rafter
Um itching to bring it back to alone in there." He saw Dan's
a
from
ing hill will. Josh falls
• girl • what it was. And I should begin I ominous scowl and laughed. "Don't
of his bars, and i. Killed. At
where she right away. ft'll be good for Enid, , forget, Dan. I'm the bouncer here.
114 hool In Cleveland. onto
-elves
Is house-mether. sleet Jenne en
And lisn't likely I'd lay a hand
relishes too."
news of her Inheritance, and
But
farm
a
oe
living
of
prospect
But, Hester, the pageant com- on Joseph Micelle is it? I'd have
the
Mater,
Jennies
In Buffalo. New Total
one of his henchmen on me quickof mittee is going to be sunk!"
Heiit•r. M °enraged at the thought her
No,
"I'm terribly sorry but It just ern I could draw my breath
ha,ng to give up sot ill plan. for
to
as
so
told,
you ve an itch to punch his
der,o•ate daughter.
II
helped."
be
can't
benefit by her uncle's will Rut Hester
Hester mentioned the will to handeemie face, go do it down the
means to benefit and to get Norbeck••
share a the land too:
Hubert and Enid at dinner, in block. Anyway, can't your kid take
much the same way. Hubert was care of herself 7"
CHAPTER FIVE
"She wouldn't- know a snake
not interested enough an her af11F.STER continued to grip the fairs to ask to read her copy of ,when she met one," muttered Dan.
The doorman could believe this.
desk, for she had the feeling of the will
Dan
every spring in her suddenly brokShe began by asking Enid: -Did He knew all about the way
en. Then a fury of frustration your whim go thro igh-that job, Dooley and his missus had brought
Tommy Todd's girl up-- as if she
slowly coiled up in her. It had whatever it was ?'' '
kind
room for Hubert as well as the
"No. They'd taken or( all the were a little jewel of some
and had to be kept in • glass case
directors of the Athena clpb. If girls, they needed"
"That's just as well-- Fee a away from everybody.
he nad consented to buy the.souse
At that instant Cindy crossed
on Elm Rd.-• much more exclu- wonderful summer for you and
had only
this!
than
me. You too, Hubert, if you can Dan's point ot vision. He
sive residential gentian
the barest glimpse of her but he
Lydia Holzworth lived on Elm RM get away."
knew just how she looked. Gedden
Enid-it she were not so utterly
She told her story- -the old famdell! She thought of Jennie, who ily estite, run down, possibly, and hair and big eye:, long black
shadows on
was at that school. Perhaps some- needing to be put in good repair. lashes making little,
snole that came
one knew about her brother Tom, Some money-she couldn't say her creeks, ner
of
youngness
from the
• disgrace to the family. When now now much. A wonderful spot straight
as if she
twice, be bad appealed to her for for vacations -skiing in the win- her. The way she moved,
were no more than a fluff of this• loan of money she had sent It ter. She said Hit to E'rtiel.
tledown. Yet, as his heart lifted
simply to forestall his appearing
Hubert aid: -I've never heard
with pride and affeethen, the worat her door.
you speak in those glowing terms
ry he had had for the last two
They did not want her RN prem. before of that place up there!"
weeks came Crushing down on it.
dent so that she could go on workShe met that with • smile. "Perknow, even' now,
ing on that pageant committee! haps because I never thought of Belga did not
how great
Indispensable! Hat -1.1 I am not In It as being mine. I should go next after two weeks of it,
a mistake it was, letting Cindy
the city?" A sweet revenge . . . week. . ."
work here.
It would take care of Enid.
Enid broke In, an unwonted
They had needed money. Tommy
"She'd have no place to live-I'll eagerness en her voice: "Irgother.
had not sent any for a long time
close the house.- Perhaps, alone lU stay here with dad!"
and the trucking businees had
with Enid, the could break down
"But I'll close this house, let
had declared she
the girl a Indifference to so many Dora go. It will save quite a bit fallen on. Cindy
job. She had
things. "Hubert can live at the of money, and your father is wor- was going to find a
high school the
club." She smiled-after three ried just now over expenses. Any- graduated. from
and now was studymonths of that he would appreci- way, darling, I'll need you there year before
in a bri.nness school.
ate the home ahe made for him! with me-your Ideas about things. ing mornitufs
enough along in it
Another thought went through There'll be other young people But she wieen't
position. "I'll
clerical
a
her head. Jennie could not get around-I imagine there's quite • to take
somewhete. Don't
away from her job to go up there summer colony there now. Hubert, wait on table
no, Breit," she had pleaded.
to live -Tom would not think of you won't mind living at the club say
"It•d be (tin"
leaving his dubious occupations to for a while?"
In the end Brigit had consented.
Isolate himself in the country.
Hubert said: "No, I'll be very "I could take her to
res"Thetr shares will come to non I comfortable there."
taurant," Dan had said. Heal done
'an dispose of that Norbeck par. • •
fore.Brill,• and Brill altrucking
son later.Dan Dooley parked his truck a ways had been friendly to Mho
- Her friends carne at the appoint- half-block from the doorway of the
The Itendenous, he had told
ed lhour. She met them composed- Rendezvous jand joined the doorBirgit., was a respectable place.
ly. To Ann's, "Really Hester, I'm man under the awning.
When he went to Brill with
sick about it," she said, lightly,
Cindy he had in mind her waiting
"Evening, Dan"
'I in not! I really don't care •
table in the dining-room. But
en
"Wlo, Bengy"
thing about it! Lydia will make a
"The kid's olwy, far les I can Brill hail looked at Cindy, smiled
good president- Tea, everyone?"
and said: "She's hired, Dooley, but
Dora brought in the sandwiches. see, Dan!" Bengy lsighed as he
I'm not going to waste her in the
Heater's guests admired the room, said It. It amused tom that Dan
put her in the
to dining-room.
as they did each time they came. Dooley had not mtissel stopping
lounge." And Di-re she was now,
You've the most wonderful sense take the kid home a'single night
dress and
fancy
a
In
rigged
out
In the two weeks she had worked
of colors, Hester!"
this snake of a Mieelli canting
a
"That's why you're Unisapens- here.
n stepped to a corner of the every evening, totting Alone at •
able on that pageant committee,"
wide doorway from which point table. Dan knew lie was • snake
said Anne Matthews.
from the looks of him, but
Heater said: "1 ant going away he could see a part of the cocktail
•
the red and gold wouldn't.
for the yerrnmee. Cooing quite lounge beyond
,
r.
Tn p,
s s eate .1,1 lit.-' wyvi* wifht
osere "

FINGERPRINTS provided a link
that sent two New York State
police from Albany to Reno,
Nev., to question this suspect,
known as James Chandler Morgan and James Arlon Call, in
the slaying of a policeman. The
slaying touched off a 102-day
manhunt through the Adirondack mountains international,

•=. Inn

=IP ..••

ed sowing bluegrass seed. 4.8 Ter' heed the.r lawns, sa set re•2 tee
ski/ set 67 eveegreene, and 40 pla::'
go a: rearranged start by. Mece
Mary L. Steele. UK nome demonstranan agent,

WARNS AGAINST 'CO-EXISTENCE

Lack Of McCarthy
Censure Compromise
Says Senator
•

RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES
and insects. Expert eerie Call
441 or see Sam Kelley
tic

h-GInclal WIG

ea

s
a

S-ERV10ES OFFERED

FOR SALE

42-Planet
4 !-Caills
4:.-Vast age
43-Comely
45-1.21bow -.ha ped

draw his support for one count WOMEN BEAUTIFY GROUNDS
because a letter Army -Secretary
Robert T Stevens sent the comitBreckinridge
in
tee Saturday shows •MM2arthy had. Homemakers
reason to be "damned mad" ye heo county have launched a ramp ii?,n
he was questioning Zwicker last to impreve the eXter.Ors of their
February about honorable dis- farm homes Sixty women repotcharge of an Army dentist, Irving
Peress.

WANT

F

SL PER KEMTONE $4.00 per gal.
Sits. $1.25. Close out prices on
other inside wall tinisne, as low
as $1.00 per ga. and Si) per eit.
P .NO CHRISTMAS CLUB.: all)
Urban G. Starke St Sore 14th az
6
2c COME IN TO IKE SHOP '
n11 resi rve the piano of your
Poplar Streets,
Save Store and register for DP _ noice for delivery Jun before
SEIGLER OIL SPACE HEATFSItS free doll to be given "wa
Chi istMeis
op
our
curivenwot
n lee
give you warmer floors through- Nov at)
Christmas .Club Piano plan. Many

1-Jump
4-Two times
1- Vehicle
17-Macaw
13-Solemn vows
14-Mohammedan
nam•
13-Wages
17-With arms on
hips
15-Skill
70-Lavish
2I-Rate
23-4.reeting
24-Thick gravers
21-Native metal
7.11-Itage
30-Comb. form:
to breathe
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By RAYMOND EAHR
And HURBERT FOSTER
United Press Staff Correspoildent
WASHINGTON tlfi ---Sen. Arthur
V. Watkins R•Unitt declared today that any compromise that
dies not demand Sen. Joseph t R.
McCarthy's outright censure will
U" "a compromise? with indecency."
He said the harsh criticism McCarthy has dealt him and other
members of his censure combtee has made it "almost !mercersible for people who believe in
high standards of senatorial conduct to compromise."
"I don't see how you can Coinpromise with the indecent attacxs
McCarthy has been making on es
since the Senate return ed,
d,' he
said, "They .are a worse display
of unsenatorie' conduct thao the
original, censure charges agairist
hire And the worst of them heppeeled iii '..e presence of the Set:ate."
It Was one of the bluntese statementa Welkinr has made since
the censure controvery started severel months ago. It came as the
Senate swung into the fifth day
of its historic debate with the
f if
%rinds
bloweng
compromise
strong from the McCarthy camp.
Case Breaks Ranks

He said the letter indicated the
Army deliberately discharged. Percos on Feb. after McCarthy had
notified it a day eat her that P..
gas was a "Fifth, Amendment Cep.monist" and had demanded his.
court-martial.
eIt was "unfortunate" that Z.
er had to bear the brunt of McCarthy's remarks. Cabe said in a
letter to Watkins. But urider the
he
'it
claimed
circumstances,
would be wrong' to censure McCarthy for using rough !moorage
In questioning the general.
-Watkins rejected Case's argument. He said the conflict in dates
cited by Case was not the point ,
of the censure move.
-The only issue was his lele- 1
Carthy's denunciation of genre- !
al," he said. "I see no reason her
any change in my position. Sans:
Case is entitled to his vieos
an Amei:can right."
SENATE REPUBLICAN LEADER William Know land (left) of California
confers with Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon Johnson of Texas
at the session in Washington during which Knowland called for
a congressional review of the wisdom of "co-existence" arid
"atomic stalemate" as future policies. Knowland, In the first nonMcCarthy speech of, session, warned that -co-existence" would
(interseattonal)
give Communism the tea? world 'bite by bite."

The members of the feen r nor makers Club in Hat len county
t
articles
wove niore than
g re::
_looms• last year, .71
mats, scares, Jun.he.ni ',:etS 31." t
napkins.

TRAILER BREAKS UP, SLAMS INTO CHICAGO TROLLEY

McCarthy's forces drew encouragement from Sen. Francis Case
fl-SD velei broke ranks with his
censure He said he no longer euuld
day and formally withdrew his
sot port for one of the two counts
for which the group recommended
censure. He said he no hitter could
,tree McCarthy should be carsweed for "reprehensible" treatment of Brig. Gen. Ralph W.
•
7 wicker.
McCarthy said today that Caae's
oction was an 'Important development- bur he doubted it wo ,tild
mama trial Irnm censure. - Watks
L....I.:ceded it "may make .1 difference with many senators who have
tk e old Army-McCarthy charges in
mind." He said "Even if McCarthy
did denounce Zwicker. some will
Le reluctant to damn hint for it'
But Chairman Watkins and the
four other members of the censure c. nunittee, Sen Frank CarlJohn aan
R-Kan. Edwin C
Yen
D-Colo. John C Stennis 13-Misa
13-NC,
Sam J. Ervin Jr
and
re-fused to go along woh Case eled
stuck to their di uble-barreled recommendation of censure.
Case Cites Wrens Nate
Case said he decided tr.
.

Ia

transit car and • trailer loaded
THREE MUHL 28 INJURED is the toli w. 'kart smashup of a Chicago
A %Attnore said the tractor parted to m the trailer as it apwith funkatore on the city' south
thecae, etruck the side of
Yoached. and the trailer 3Wl reed directly in to. path of tha car while the
the street while ner feet
the car A woman was knocked throrgh floor of Use car, bar Nagy lying in
still were In the car

-a-

By aarnie Bushmillw

NANCY

DOES THAT ANSWER
YOUR QUESTION Q.

ARE THERE
ANY BIG
FISH HERE (?

HI, SLUGGO

411
••••••••

r•-•

AN&
d
ftgie

if

By Al Capp

LIT.' ABNER
OEVIOUSLY!!— BUT, HONEST ABOI CAN EDUCATE
NO
I-IAIN'T
wHY YOU CAN'T
TINY, LAUNCH
FRUSTRATIONS!!
EVEN AFFORD
HIM IN NEW YORK
A PSYCHIATRIST;
SOCIETY, AND SAVE
WE LETS
TO CURE YOUR
HIM FROM SINKING
-411Y1 DO
CHILD'S
INTO T1-1F_ HOPELESS
ANYTHING
FRUSTRATIONS.
MESS LI'L ABNER
HE WANTS
IS IN!!
.
4:,166
4
T'DO —
,eo-i IS?

Gar

e
•'
•••
sss

IA

\61

vir THASS RIGHT,

AND YOUR
MARRIAGE-IT'S
A DISGRACE!!
YOU COULDN'T
EVEN AFFORD
A GOOD
DIVORCE
LAWYER!!

THASS
wi-V!!

THEN,WE
BETTER STAY
MARRIED,
H UH, LI'L
,
AEIalsiER

THASS -5°517
RIGHT.F.r-WE
D- DON'T —

(

(

Si

By Raeburn Van But-en

ABBIE an' SLATS

WELL-HERE IT COMES. HAVE
I GOT A 'LAWYER OR 00 I WIND
UP IN THE CLINK FOR SLUGGING
ERNIE JENKS

DAISY MAE. AI-4
COULDN'T—

TI E MOST TRAGIC
PART OF IT ALL IS
THAT YOU DON'T
EVEN REALIZE
WHAT A MISFRABLE
RUT YOU'RE INff

WHAT CAN •C
BE TAKING
THAT BOY SO
MUCH TIME

AN HOUR PASSES...

I'M SORRY, MR. SCRAPPLE ,
BUT GRANT IS RETURNING
WITH US IMMEDIATEpi.
BETTER PACK, SON

2

NTT-RAI E0;I0
Au
e.0
AR
G
7U

-

ee"

:4,...-.•-.ww•wwwww,1
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$1 Holds Any Item - Use Our Lay-A-Way
Birthday" We're Offerinz You These Money-Saving Bargains From Nov.18 to 27th
In Order To Celebrate Our
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
_MAE,CAV/NOg WH/LE THEY LAST!
Be Sure
To Register
During
Our Sale

CLOSE OUT
ALE!
FAMOUS

DELUX E.

uvu
SALE PRICES ON BUCK AND
WHITE SIDEWALLS
Salt

BLACK
SIDMALL
Sal

veer,.

nicz•
Ides trai•-1*

$19.25
21.55
22.60
25.05
27.40
30.10
31.40

$14.45*

Itplulat ate
trade or.
pea.

Sail
Pit ct•
trlih trod* lo

IS
5.90x _
6.40 a 15
6.70115
7.t01 IS
7.60115
8.00 a 15
8.20 it ISWIIITI
SIDCWALL
Silt

20.55*
:22:53"
23.55*

_$17.70*
$23.60
19.80'126.40
20.73'
27.7022.95*
30.70
25.1511
33.55
36.85
_ 27.60*
28.80*38.45-

5.90:15
6.40115
6.70x 15
7.10 a IS
7.60 x IS
8.00 aS
8.20x IS

-.MI lc. and removable tom

95

Reg;11
PM1i$
No tratie-ii

• 2 $50 Gift Certificates toward purchase of Apex Washers. •

• 2-$10 Gift Certificates on Purchases
of Any Seat Covers In Stock.

• 11 3 pc. Refrigerator Sets.

• 1-$24.95 Appleton Spotlight, with
Mirror..

• 17 Royal China Planters

• 1 Carpenters Bench (childs) with
Tools.

• 9 Covered Glass Candy Dishes.

• 2 Electric Vacuum Cleaners (childs).

• 7 Wallet Sets with Pens and Pencils.

• 1 Bonnie Braids Do11-$6.95 value.

A& In-Prizes
Be Given FREE

Cars
Choice Tires
Finest 1954
s first
Sidewall Tires
on 1455
Corns
• World
and White
Tires That
• Thai
On
Prices
• Sole

16.15*
16.95*
11.75*

FREE

Over$50,0

AR
IE
A
ID
Ca00
sett sterk

ELECTRIC

All New

HEiTERS

ro tas

reg. $15.95

special $995

•

ot
ouz stocks
DeLuze
elrariruf )rar
are
-.0t!LY
we
SOW
prices of the on Ics5t cars.t
Tubeless Tire.
carne
ou
thr lowest
our revs.
At
Lres thatothers. A nd, it
tot
s
Super-Cu...hop
thee
nos
wee
for.g-toileage ovrr ail
(At sm
'To makeDeLuse
Sale.
ser.it
piefer
lac
the
owbris
farno..s
great
are
S..7r-Cusbions
daring this
mote ,ar
arcs that st big 1.4%iniks
Noun
'the sar.le
SAVE!
theY're
and
calca.
they last-- while

BROOM RAKES reg. $1.35
No. 17 COAL HODS

ea. 99c
ea. 99c

YOURIOLD TIRESeWILL
THE DOWN PAYMENT!

MAKE

9 Price
Car Radios as low as $3 J95 up Plastic Seat Covers 1/
25% Off ‘11 Car %filers Seat Covers
only $9.75
Chamois reg. $1.49 7 for $1.19 Imo Cushions your choice 99c

SPECIALS
26-Inch Bicycles

Full Set Fibre

Genuine 14x16

Plastic Custom Tailored, Reg. $49.95

S9t Covers - - - - 1/9 Price

Reg. $49.95

now $3995

$5 allowance for your old battery
on purchase of any Battery.

TRICYCLES
8 12" Trikes (DeLuxe)
reg. $12.50 for $9.95

_

O1''1
•

°ontr°15
.C
Both Inc"

G.E. JACKSTRAW
MODERN CLOCK
TOASTER

C,sp, rrod•rn sh,,!•' Reg. *8 915
vv,111 bright numbers
ogo.rst red, groin,
or blue foci. AC.

$5.95

Reg. $13.95 16"
$10.50
TRICYCLES
3 Reg. 17,95
TRICYCLES

Bonnie Braid Dolls (6.95) $3.99
Full Size

All Steel Wagons (9.95) $7.49
All P.ubber - Regulation
Size and Weight

BASKETBALLS
reg. 4.95 for $3.49
Basketball

$3.99

$1.99

GOALS

Reg $2 79 Value

wilith "Tete-A-Tete" Controls
And leo!, at thrse other featurest
• Pre-Heating unnecessary
• Oven type construction keeps
toast warm
• Automatic current cut-off
• H:nrjed crumb tray
• Automat:a pop-up

99

e

41/14CK-Alrifff

with famous G-E
Aluminized Tube

$1.09

Semi-Tailored. Reg. $27.95

Motorola

Reg. Val ue
322.95
Now

TYgetPICIURE!

Reg $1.49 Value

DOOR MATS- Rubber Links

All Car tccessories Reduced From 20 to 10%

CAMFIELD
AUTOMATIC

'55 Model C.E. Televisions

'1,1641 tat

EASY TERMS! Pay as little as sl.25 a week

World'
ciste•

Drawing
Saturday
November
27th

BILBREY'S
••••iir

c.
A GOODYEAR VALUE

--sretetIA

%Se

/--?‘

Car tplphivinne
210 E. Main Mone 886
•

• G.E was the first 21.
inch TV with an aluminized picture tube! It
gives blacker blacks,
whiter whites-up to
10070 greater contrast!

Come In-compare C-E TV side
by side with any other make.
ee for yourself how the
Aluminized Tube gives you a
sharper, better picture. And C-E TV gives you quality teatune at pnces that compare with
stripped" seta . .. features tike
le Super Cameo& tuner-twoway interference shielding and
full power transformer for
longer tube life.

Model 217211 t on.th tater model'
...Attiptert not.tott Imo tots.

, ;259.95
mowittli to pay
SOO

vs few boat terms he "swat
.••••••••

VALUES GALORE
Prices include double stacked, all channel
antenna installation.

17" Table Set - - $18995
21" Table Set - -$22995
21" Console
- $27995
Radio Values
SO

I
G.E. Portable
Motorola
I
RADIOS
RADIOS
CLOCK
NOW $24.95
both,reg. $39.95 val
$5.95
Double Eagle Radio Batteries

.10

AP

e

A

I.

-10

A
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George Wooton, Leslie county,
has drawn up plans to install an
irrigation system for next season.
Out of 4417 members of homemakers clubs in Cainpu....1' county.
117 had perfect attennarre at Chili
meetings during *.ite ye..'

Eiffel Eyeful
"1
.
r"

•

5-Year-Old Tennessean Is
1955 Polio Poster Girl
sis.
The ColliervilleTenn., girl was
stricken with polio Aug. 28. 1949.
when she was five months old.
Taw months later she made the
first of 17 trips to the Georgia
Warm ,Springs Foundation for

NEW YORK. Nov. 17 (UP)
Five-year-old Mary Kosloski. who
never has taken a step without
braces and crutches, Tuesday was
named 1955 March of Dimes
Foster Girl by the National
Fou-dation for Infantile Paraly-

Dr. Sam Witness

PAGE SEOVEAV

-

treatment. the youngest patient
ever admitted to the foundation
establLshel by the late President.
s
Franklin D. Roosevelt.'
The national foundation said
Mary's picture will he on posters
and coin canisters throughout the
nation during its January fundraising drive. She is the ninth
poster child, all of whom have
been polio victims.
Mary
underwent surgery in
October, 1953. for a hip condition
that was causing curvature of

the spine. Physicians say she will
need further surgery in the future.
Mary is the third of four children of Mr. and Mrs. Peter P.
Kosloski. Collierville is a cotton
an
dairy community of about
1.200 persons some 16 miles
southwest of Memphis. Kosloski,
39. is part owner of a general
store and insurance business.

CRANBERRIES HAVE APPC AL

es tall and weighs 35 pounds. Her
appearance is delicate, but her
health is not frail, the foundadon said. She wears a corset,
with steel staves and braces, and
uses 'crutches. She 'Receives weekly therapy.

•

Cranberries, which are moderate
in price this year, add to a rnonu •
in both flavor and color appeal.
Mrs. Pearl Haak. UK food specialist, suggests making' apple-cranberry relish, good with any meat.
Put 1 apple and 2 cups of crilnberries through a food ehoppeir.
Quarter 1 orange. remove setis
and put through chopper. Add r'4
cup sugar and 34 cup-corn syrup.
Blend and chill Makesr 3 cups.

The Memphis-Shelby County
Chapter of the national foundathe
child
helped
has
tion
throughout her illness and so far
has spent more than $2.004) for

Mary is three feet, eight inch- her treatment.
4

,
12SAVE WITH A&P's LOW, LOW PRICES.7`: AVOID THE LAST-MINUTE'RUSH,,

THANKSGIVING F000S/11

•
Savo at -A&P

Reserve the Size Bird
You Want for Thanksgiving!,
WEEK

THANKSGIVING

KATHERINE WM,"Miss Paris*
beauty winner, stands before a
background of Eiffel totter
girders in Paris. A Jury of former "Miss Paris" titleholders
picked her. A stenographer,
she hopes to win "Miss France"
title Dec. 31. (laternattotiall

ORDER YOUR
TURKEY NOW

HOURS

STORE

REGULAR HOURS WILL BE OBSERVED.

ANOTHER of the stream of witnesses in murder trial of Dr.
Samuel Sheppard in Cleveland
is Larry Houk (above), 18year-old son of the Sheppards'
neighbor, Bay Village Mayor J.
Spencer Houk. (IstorhaBonal)

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
• THURSDAY NOV. 25

NASSER IN UNDISPUTED CONTROL

Oven

Ready
17 lbs. up

11 to 15 lbs.

LB.39e

LB.49e
.Pan-Ready

FRYING CHICKENS

TANGY, PUSH

Cranberries\

1,11

Tray Pack

Super Right

4 to 8

SMOKED PICNICS

1 -Lb.

1-Lb.

35e
LB. 39e

Cut-Up

Lb. Avg.

Celto Bags 19C(4 Bags
FRESH FROZEN MEDIUM SIZE

SUPER RIGHT TOP OE %I ITY
2

Sweet Yams Puerto Rican
Carrots

Yellow Onions u.s

1.1e.

21-Lb.

Crisp Fresh Calif.

CALIFORNIA PASCAL
- --Jumbo 24 Size

8
8

Oranges
Juicy Fla

25'
39c

I.bs.

Italian Chestnuts

Lb.

Cocoanuts Vr•sh Illondura,
Gee Gee Pop Corn 'in

. eis.
".1 51
ocilan.
4c

29c
For
2
2 10-07. cans 29c
2 lb Pkg. 25c

White or yellow

-Large Variety of Fruit

Cake Mixes

"...
Silverbrook
Butter
1 las ors
TI s;A

69C
FISH

BREAST-O-CHICKEN
5 diars 47'
LIBBYS BABY FOOD
CRISCO SHORTENING'''.'an 34' 3 91'
, 62,
30
BLUE CHEER
30'
A RINSO BLUE

/qt.

(chunk style) 6,,-Oz.

Mohammed Nagulb

deposed.

Strained

Gemel Abdel Nasser ...controL

Naguib. 53, stands deposed
EGYPT'S MOLT leader Mohammed
having been Implicated
as president and under Investigation as
Carnal Abdel Nasser,
In the attempted murder of Prime Minister
Alexandria Oct. 26.
37, while Nasser was making • speech in
is believed behind
The fanatical Moslem brotherhood organization
tinsmith, is on trial for
the plot Mahmoud Abdel Leta. Cairo
leave Nasser in unfiring shots at Nasser. These developments
(International Soutulphotoe)
disputed control of thenation.

f.i.tnt

DETERGENT Leg Pkg

(

giant 60

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO. I
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'Clock
November 16, 1954

-

DRUCIOUS
sric
AND
THRIFTY!

None Offered
18.00-21.90

Medium Quality Butcher Cattle

15.00-17.50

Baby Beeves

15.00-21.00

Fat Cows, Beef Type

9.00-10.50

Canners and Cutters

1.70- 8.50

Bulls
VEALS -

8.10-14.75

Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veal,
Throwouts
HOGS 180 to 250 pounds

23.00
21.50
19.50
5.00-15.50
19.25

Hams

33c

Lb.

45c
7-Rib Cut I.b.

Lamb Shoulder Roast

Lb.

39c

Beef Rib Roast 1st

I.b.

65c

RiMi 7 Inch Cut

2.19

Super Bight Fully ( ooked Shank Portion

Stewing Hens

39c
Pan Ready Fowl Fro7en Crvoval 1,h.

Beltsville Turkeys .4 to %IS
Canned Harn8Snutkeen sue

16-02. ('an

CRANBERRY SAUCE
°(FANPR

BOX

49c

Lb.

Pan Ready Its.

Avg

6311

Oysters [-rest' Extra Standard

19C

('an

6.29

Pt. Tin

79c

(•ins

29(

A&P FANCY

Beans
Sparkle Gelatin
Lima

Argo Green

16-02. ('an.29c

2

Desserts

Pkg

A&P ran„.

Sauerkraut
Potatoes

211

2

PUMPKIN

15c
Apple Sauce
16-0s. Can
10c
Tomato Juice Nna
20-Oz. ('an
35c
Salad Dressing Sultana
Quart Jar
Cans 39c
2
Grated Tuna Fish „d„,„
Strawberry Preserves Ann p.,,,, 2 lb. Jar 59c
2.79
8 O'clock Coffee 1-I.b. Rag 95c
Lb
37c
Chum Salmon Perfect Strike
16-Qz. Can
19c
Sweet Potatoes Blue Plate Cut-24-01. ca.
,
25c
Mince Meat P.n.:mount
111-01. Jar
A&P

For

Finest Quality

• 19-oz. can
16-01. Can

1i'hoir Irish

or

Belle Meade Crackers

10-Or. Do,

Nabisco Ritz Crackers

16-07. 1405
,„,, 2

Uncle Bens

14-iu. pkgs

3
ING
DEXO SHORTEN
SWAN SOAP 3 Reg. l'a," 26" 2
VEL DETERGENT
AJAX CLEANSER
Pure Vegetable

Whole Kernel Corn
Corn of such fine quality generally
mills at premium prices, but you
actually pay less when you select
AP brand. Try it!

A&P's FAMOUS BRAND

5c
10c
10c
254.
35c
45c

10-07. Pkg 19c

Aunt Jemimas Pancake Flour
•

Style

Cream

Lb. Can

Bars

77,
29„

l'rZ'
•
30(' Giant l'kg

Lar" rkg.

CORN
2 16-oz. cans 25e

72k'

1(

1-Lb. 4 oz

Spanish Bar 29c
Cake
JANE PARKER DUTCH

Each
44

Caramel Pecan Rolls lane

Parker

,„„
.
„
Hermits Cookies ,,n

39(

Pkg 29C

2 Plots 49c
5,„ cake

Fruit Cake Jane Parker

White Bread .1 sop Pailter - 20-0s. loaf

3.2

FOR

rz PI" orne
,

tan

an

hos

311'

2S('

17c

taste...

flV
WARTY

OVR OWN
TEA RAGS

79'

64 bags

39c

LESS THAN 1

""aet Bottle

i -Oz Tube

s

Needn't Re Expensive!

All Prices In This Ad Effective Through sat . Niie
ASAlikAl POINANCPST

r

_

•••

A CUP

,AaP TEAS pgove
rine T

Liptons Soup Mixes
37c
Pkg.
Chicken Noodle or
3
of
Tomato Vegetable
2 pkgs. 33c
Onion Soul) Mix

•

AND V/CONOUS

Cans

Lb Can

e- Yai's‘

APPLE PIE

Giant Pkg

60'
SURF DETERGENT'
,
91
3'
34!
'1"
ING
SPRY SHORTEN
39.
"
31
2T
21"
ARGO GLOSS STARCH
25.
2
RIVAL DOG FOOD
1
4
1
COLLEGE INN CHICKEN "1")le 3/
17'
ROMAN CLEANSER BLEACH
47'
GLEEM TOOTH PASTE
Reg „.„ 26.
3
SWEETHEART SOAP
1 -lb

TOTAL HEAD 1162
Long Fed Steers
Good Quality Fat Steers

SHRIMP

1.11

5

45e1

ILb

1 1,

Irs. pkg

Market Report

Spare Ribs ,A.an-Meatv
Beef Liver Young Tender Sliced
Pork Loin Roast loin end lb. sse)

39'

Hag

39c
Surinybrook Eggs Grade A small - Ctn. Do:
59c
Sharp Cheddar Cheese
'
Lb.
Ched-O-Bit American Cheese Food 2
Lb. Loa( 75c
Dulch Treat -

GROUND BEEF

29C

arrives In Cairo court I
Followed by guard, Ibtahmoud Abdel Latlf
the prime minister.
to Do questioned about attempted murder of

Ice Cream

I.h.

5 Lb Cello Bag 59C

Delicious or Wine...ip

Regalo Pop Corn

25c

Stalk

CELERY

APPle• Red

BAK% 29c

Cella

3Lb. (.,.„,, ,,,

N..1

Grapefruit

23c

P000 IIFT•HET

51.411

I *SI

••11.
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Girl Is
Here Are The Hunting Seasons, Small
Dimes Poster Girl
Bag Limits In State of Kentucky
•

4

•

Terror Stalks West

Study Made Of

Germany As Police
Seek Autobahn Beast

_

Asks

"FirA, let's each of us :nake
:Aire that we obey traffic regu- I
latfor

looperalion rOf

. by.%
leaAinte-710
• '
on a steel frame and has never
taken •a step without braces was
.._: se .s.,n ,A'a, issued in. :n Kentiikv chosen today as the poster girl
K•
.1 - - ...1 .
a.,.... I....ay. w:.,!. .4.1: .s .r. this state. may open hr( on the tor the 194 Maren of DMus.
DUESSELDORF, Germany. -d,o. 5 . Air,ady opens d has beer. the first part of a split squirrel
-Terror stalked
Five-year-tad
Mary
K••=-.10ski. Nov. 17
srasor. which %Y..: end on Septembl 30.
.
of Culhersudle, Team, was stricken West Germany today. The naD vi' snoot.ng w al be ix•trutted until Oet,ilier 10 from naJn unt•1
ith poliOntyelitts a *the 'ge
'a gee of tion's entire pollee force was
ada
posse's- Ise months. Her sweet. unsmilaig alerted to search for -the beast
Tthle. The liir,Lt is eight a day or
.."t" stma-ct. C y:Arai Str,rd
of the autobahn.' who is charged
face looks up on the Mai-eti
I i,ght after two or more daya of hunting.
ith 20 unsolved sex slayings 01
the tt,aterfowl season recently the complete Dimes. poster ft Otis a crisp yellow
W.1:1 *.n.. sc-.:
• ,
dress and trappings of shiny steel. women along the 1.300 tr lea of
ft2n, V,
Kt 7!:-,.
*.•
.t1
Basil 0Connor, president it the Germany's
superHitler-huilt
,KIN 11-(1t1"
Nrudfal Founciauon for Infantile h ighis ay.
Limit.
Bait
and
Seasons
Hunting
PsralySlf. announced that Nlarch
Roadbloess onstling with maDimes funds in the atmmill
' einne guns were set up along the
Daly of
Open S..,,.- .
spent in treat- four-lane ribbons of concrete.
Li flit I 52.641 have been
'All atcs
ment of the girl. Additional cests and
were ordered to
police
hi,ye been borne by her palenm, shoot any motorist a ho refuses
g
30
.
Aug 15-Se;:t
Dt•othy and Peter Paul Kosioski to obey their orders to h alt.
N • 20-Dec 31
fi.th arm.s and legs and neck
measures
The extraoramary
10
20-Ja. 18
N
also trunk muscles were, involerd acre put. into effect after the
when Mary emerged from ihe
boil of the "beast's- 20th victim
Nov 20-Jar. 18
11
acute phase of the illness, anj it —an attracUve blonde.girl, was
2 was thought she would nev.i4r walk fccind behind a clump of bushes
•
20-Jrn 111
' •.
F..i:e.:
again. But treatment, both at horne
near the West German capital
S.
and in hospitals. has so improved
F
at Bonn.
her condition that doctors are now
Oct. 2:-N.v. 18
German authorities believe a
hopeful she may eventually di,responsingle maniacal killer
care one of her leg braces.
sible for the series of 20 deaths
20-Jan :8
N
She has undergone one opf athat has plagued the super-highcorrect a hip condition
lion.
may since 1947
.;
tacky was..rousine - r curfitur-e
In every instance the killer s
th. :opine, and May need more "sur5
trade-mark has been the samelre,.:y •..s.ry in the future-.
•
11w victims shoes either have
been removed end are missing. or.
have been removed and placed
neatly beside the body..
4
k. NOV 17-J.1:1.10 .0,
•
It was the same aith Monday's
Nov 17-Jais 10
victim. She yeas fully clothed except for her missing shoes. Her
4
Nrv M-Der \'.29
identity has not yet been estabt, 8
N41,"ts 20-Dec 4
J,
TAIPEI. Formosa Nov. 17— lished.
of the Chinese Nate.se
and The captain.
r
xcept
ionalist warship sunk by Communist PT boats last Sunday
t...f.orke..sanrbe
sant -today American destroyers
rushed to the scene but arriked
too late to save the ship.
Capt. Tans Ting Hsiang and
.; th,•
•
140 other survivors of the sinktr.cIer awe ing of the American-built desnoshuckei troyer escort Tai Ping landed
.-1.1.'keri•
.
41ed
-fe
,today at Tspying in southern
; ever
the Formosa
A cheering. weeping
ein the krowd z:eeted them as heroes.
k•
other
nral
The captain, weeping bitterly,
..y
said most of the 28 missing stayg Crops. ed on the ship
. a desperate
effort to save it. He said he
. .f:
Vied :o remain with tne sinkin: 'hip aut was thrown over:
PP1 Y
rat'd
board by One of his officers at
.d..7..:e
1411 Intrfrfertt
:,rriefrIPPrt..../111P-ta- f!Vs

Destroyers Rush
To Aid Warship;
Arrive Too Late

'Eisenhower

Siamese Twins

.
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"St cent'. let's folloa common
- -Specialists to
,..111CAGO
sense rules of good sportsma.nday began a study of the intim , r
e
•
ship and cotertesy.
twins
deterniim
to
Andrews
whether the bond that joins Oierli
'Third, let's each one of us
at the top of their heads. can be
resolve that, either as drivers or
WASHINGTON. Nov. 11--Prescut.
as pcelkstrians, we will stay alert
The Siamese twin girls, tam ! ident Eisenhower today issued
careful. mindful of the con1, were placed under thg Lai el a personal appeal to every Amer- and
passibility of accidents
:I-Ls from Stritch School of ! halt to cooperate
the obser- slant
.
of exp
negligence.
Mei:11011e, Loyola University. Tues- vance of "Safe Driving Day'' on caused by
Dec. 15.
day.
Msgr John W. Barrett, di:vet:a.:
Symptoms of Distress Arising from
He noted. en it statement IssUed
of hospitals for the Chicago Caththe
at
-House,
White
that
this
clic archdiocese. said the spe
ists would conduct exhaustiv teds day has been set aside by goverDUE TO
to determine whether a surgical TIM'S. mayors and county off:
QUICK REUEF OR NO COST
ails
count:::
all
in
of
parts
tne
possible.
separation
to dramatize the continten„ w ive!
Ask About 15-Day Trial Offer,
11 an operatu -n is divided upon... for greater safety on the highhe said. it twill be perrormea by ways.
pak lap* of the WILLARD
Over live
rehet of
TRILAThilleeT have been soh! or G•01814111*
spt cialists at Mercy Hospital.
"The purpose of Safe briving
ar1,11i
Acid—
Easedi
due
1.11cars
and
The girl, were transferred from Day...is to save lives and to
S.." vi Upadt
row
art burn, Illid•plessisoss.
'
St Ann's Hospital, where they prevent injuries." he said. "No
Gassiseses. Ildit
ote...duit Wizens Acid. Mk for •WIllarers
s' ere born, to Mercy . Hospital this endeavor could be more worthy
which lolly ezylealas Uus tram
of our universal cooperation. Illessop"
week.
Ilseataisot--trimi—at
None is more !urgent."
Earlier, the possibility of transThe President said there are DALE & p•Tt•BBLEFILLD
furring the twins to the university three things every citizen can sto: HOLLAND DRUG CO.
of Illinois Research and Education- --—
.11 Hospital had been discussed. It
'was there that the famed Brodie
tv ins, also Joined at the head,
wire separated in an unprecedented operation Dec. 17 19-.

Safe During Day

es

3
SHOPPING DAYS
'Ti!
CHRISTMAS

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

Linoleum Headquarters

Barrett said the- Andre.,
were transferred h. Mercy ilaspital
at tire 'request of the patents. Mr.
and Mrs. Wilfred Andrews. "who
card
preferred that the uabies us'i
to. in a private hospital.
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9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
40 Patterns To Choose From
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Use Our Lay-A-Way For Xmas
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WHIN RITTER AUTOMOSILIS Alf WILT BUICK Will WILD TNEDA

is something more than style and
power. les what the "variable pitch
your eyes and tells you: Buiek's
pe(ipellee- now has done for Dynaflow
done it again.
Ibiz•e.''' •
lOu see it in the bold distinction of that
Up goes performancegleaming Wide-Screen Grille, ott see
it in the rakish sweep of the rear-end
and gas mileage too
contours. uu see it in the whole fore.
When you find it necessary to push
and-aft newness of fleet-lined grace
Thipediitto Mt-ft:Mr lidarct. you do
that marks Buick the beauty thrill
more 401;m call on thc greatest highof 1955.
t:imiprcssion V8 power in Buick
New horsepower-.-up to 236
• history. •
do w hat a pilot does when he heads
You lebarn Mort: when you get the
th,e
go
peaks
plaiie
. his
down a runway.•
power Story. LP to new
engine
\'8
Buick
ete%
of
horsepower%
lin; do in oil what he does in air-you
- a walloping NS hp in the low-price
cut dawn yam- take-off -lime by using
Srst:t tr.-a m.g.lt 236 hp in the
"variable pitch propene:1-s.t:ENTURY, SUTER and Ro‘D‘tAsTi.a.
In this ease. the propellerlilades. are
And it's new. more responsive. far d' inside the 1)nallow wit. But they're
el or change their
engineered to
abler power you can literall feel as
"pitch- just like plane propellers-and
you go.
with the same result: one-pitch for
But e‘en bigger Buick news for 1955
BRIGHT NEW FRESHNESS greets

A

With Arms
Only

14•95

Without
Arms

Red, Chartreuse, Green
or Charcoal Plastic

1liAmeTHURMAN
n enamor aminsawc tagPleeig

eal=

11 MINN

• Furniture
Main St.

getaway. another pitch for gas-saving
fuel efficiency.
A »d what you get in the way of instantaneous safety-surge with absolute
smoothness.you can only believe when
you feel it.
This you have to try
Of course, we waot .you to come and
sec thc trend-setting new Buick -look
into the betterments in gasoline mileage that add new thrift to these spectacular cars.
But this yeai, "seeing- is only the
beginning. So - while you ioin the
crowds viewing the new Buicks this
week end, make a date to get behind
'the wheel as soon as you possibly,
can. We promise you the thrill of the year.
'Atandised on Roadookiter, opiiO4 at extra Cult 05 orbit
Strict,

NOW ON DISPLAY

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
607 to 609 Maple St.

Murray, Ky.
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WRECKED MINE WHERE 15 MINERS ARE SEALED IN

ELIZA13ETH

TOOMEY

items Staff Correspondent

NEW YORK, Nov. 17 —Who'd
ever think a well-dressed woman
would appear on a wintry day
wearing a white organdy hat with
her warmest coat?
tViiite organdy sounds more
like garden party frocks than
a inter hats. And pale blue satin
reaninds niore people of wedding
gowns than tailored sailor hats
to wear with tweeds.
But like the etiquette expert
who picks up her fried chicken
in her fingers and makes it socially correct, certain people can
appear on the snowy scene wearing white organdy hats and make
triem fashionable.
They're going to, too, along
about holiday season this winter.
White and pastel hits are the
holiday choice of Irene, a veteran
hat designer who is Mrs. Irene
Stone and a grandmother in private life.
White Organdy Hat
-Look, it's a tailored white organdy hat!" Irene exclaimed,
hokling aloft a small hat with a
rounded crown and an inch-wide
sailor brim and emphasizing the
word -tailored." She fastened it
on the back of her head, just be-

Destroyed entrance of Jamison Coal and Coke Mine No. 9.

•

PAGE NINE

vn

and forget to take your hat off
officer of Camp Gordon. anuntil you're in the kitchen with
nounced that Wade was "withou,
your apron op cooking dinner—
assignment."
then that hat is right for you."'
Anderson was relieved of hi:
The designer's newest hats
duties and placed under house
draw attention by their colors
arrest when the charges were
and fabrics, not their shapes and
brought by nine trainees, said to
trimmings. They fit close to the
have witnessed the incidents.
-head, are set back from the hairhind her fluffy pompadour that
AUGUSTA, Ga., Nov. 16 (UP)
line and give an observer a disAnderson was also accused of
Is sprinkled with grey.
tinct impulse to walk up and keel —A Korean war hero went on ordering one soldier to throw
"Hats have no age any more."
trial before a general court- dirt over the prostrate figure of
the material.
Irene said. "The day of matronly
Slime glitter with a metallic martial today on charges he a trainee who had exhausted himmillinery has passed. A woman
thread, others simply have shiny ordered one Army trainee strung self from doing -.calisthenics.
can wear any hat that is besatin draped in intricate folds up by his ankles and "sand
coming if her hair is cut properand several of the holiday and baths" for two others.
ly. I'm a grandmother myself,
spring hats are made of shimand I wear the same hats my
The defendant, 2nd Lt. Charles
mervig pastel straw cloth so
daughter would choose:'
C. Anderson, 24, of St. Louis, was
sheer it looks like textured chifa training officer at the Camp
She
designed
the
severely fon.
Gordon
Replacement
Center,
tailored, untrimmed' winter hats
Irene thinks a well-dressed
of white organdy as well as '''‘.voman can get by with three when the alleged incidents occurslightly fluffer white organdy.' hats in her wardrobe. Here are red.
He is accused also of orderdraped turbans. Then she added her three recommendation-s:
ing one trainee to do "pushups
the same styles in navy blue and
"A daytime hat for suits that
black organdy, plus all kinds of is either off-white or a strong and squat jumps" until he lay
small, draped satin hata in sher- color that goes with black or apparently exhausted on the
ground.
bert colors.
brown or navy; one hat for
Maj. William B. Crane defend"You can wear these with after-five, preferably a pastel
ed Anderson. an enlisted hero of
tweed suits," she said firmly. silk or satin and one little black
the Korean war who graduated
When she had arrived at her xelvet hat that sults either day
recently from Officers Candidate
pink and beige showroom a few 'or nighttime occasions "
School at Ft. Henning, Ga. 'Eli,
,minutes earlier, the designer had
prosecuting officer
was alai.
worn a small draped pillbox of
Winchester Kelso. Lt. Cu!. James
white satin that just covered the
Healey of 3rd Army headquartcrown of her head with her dark
Small grain seeding in Ballard ere, Ft. McPherson, Atlanta, pregray suit.
county was Use largest in the sided.
Col James 0. Wade, under
.Likes Small Hats
history of that region.
whose command Anderson served,
"I like small hats," Irene conwas relieved of his duties last
tinued. "They're more practical
Burley Barger of Perry caway Thursday' for failing to take apfor most women. The only hat
tobacco propriate
action against the
that is right for you and looks produced 3.00t1 pounds of
well on you is the hat you put on one acre; most farm,:r.:' in the young lieutenant. Brig. Gen.
Francis E. Howard .co- mahding
on and forget. If you come home county primed tobacco.
•

orean War Hero
On Tr!al For
Abuse Of Trainees

Organdy Hats‘Set Holiday
Mood, Designer Exclaims
By
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OLDSMOBILE ROCKETS
eiteoti-f
NTO.'55 te.cee "'Weee47
SUPER

Carry oat lifeless body of miner Howard Jenkins, 38.

Netar so new as now ... tuner so far ahead!
It's the dazzling, all-around-new Super "88"
Oldstnobik! licitired new styling everywhere!

1

•

New power with the mighty new 'Toilet"
dramatic "using color"
202!, New,pular

4.

uwittrrtis! In (Jo, all the pswest.aete ideas .00
lthet.i16! See us awl see Oldsmobile for '5.5!

•

15 MINERS trapped far underground are doomed with sealing of the five entrances of Jamison Coal
and Coke Mine No 9 at Farmington, W. Va. Sealing of the mine was believed the only way to halt
raging fires started by an explosion which wrecked the shaft. UMW President John L. Lewis was
flpiler,,atiwiaS Soundphotos)
Present and agreed with the decision.
"Income tax data
be secret

New Tax Forms
Called Invasion
Of One's Privacy
•

Nov 17—(UP)
--Rep. Thomas J. Lane (11-Maas.
demanded today that the Internal
Revenue
Setvice
dinned iately
halt use of 143 freight carloads
of ncw income tax forms with
telltale, colored stripes.
The stripes of tar new forms
indicate
whether
a
taxpayer
earned between $5.000 and $10.00 or more than $10,000 a year
For $5,000-$10.000 the stripes are
ied. for 810.000-plus they are yellow.
"It Ls a tax-and-tell method
that is sure to catise wideapread
iesentinent." Lane protested in a
letter to Revenue ( Ommisaioner
1. Coleman Andrews.
"This is an invaaion of one's
financial privacy which has no
least I justifIcaBon.
Lane said

is supposed

to

Second Note Sent
Russia Protesting

"This idea of putting lututifYIng stripes on the forms will enWASHINGTON Nov. 17 -alio '
able igooti tramy inquisitive people United States has sent a second
to find' out ahat other fellows note to Russia on the recent
are earning." he added.
shooting down of an American
plane mar northern Japan. the
"I am confident that the AL—
tire !Wpm tment has not asited State Depaitment announced today.
for an opinion on it beforehand,"
In the first note, on Nov. 8,
I.ane said -Otheialse. the striped tax form idea would have the United States strongly protested the shooting down of the '
been squelched at once."
American photographic plane by'
The Justice Department has re- two 'Hussain jet planes. The
fused to comment officially on United States demantilgd -all such
the issue But Treasury officials moral and material reparations" '
contend the stripes would not in RUS814VS power. Officials have
constitute a law violation. In- indicated the second note would •
formation about the amount or flaTiow the same line.
The plane was shot down on 1
source of a taxpayer's income is
supposed to be secret except for Nov. 7 by the Soviet fighters ,
near the Hokkaido area of north. I
certain authorized officials.
ern Japan. Ten American airmen
A United Press, reporter recent- parachuted to safety hut the llth
ly spent nearly a week trying crew member was killed.
to find out who thoudit up the
The Soviet Union promptly '
stripe idea Even Andrews said he protested that the American plane
didn't know and couldn't find had "violated" the border of the
out.
1 TIMM 'Soviet Union.
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You'll Like
The New Plymouth

7LL-ELqA±
l'ou can't miss the 'lessor...! It's riervu herr from
road to roof! Note the cri.p, low 'k's el lines
the dramatic neu rolor tott i tt g that sing.. of action
...11a.hing "Rocket- 202 action! See us and see all
Ninet -Eights,
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the
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J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
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4th and Poplar
Telephone 1000
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Towels
Heavy Cannon

(Thi: W , ,u1(1 \lake A Wonderful Gift)

Ladies Coat

3

)

Quality

o
11

0

Reg. 39c

0

sale 3 for $1

Sonata Rose Plated

O/1 Sih erw are
Embroidered

Pillow Cases

This Beautiful Ptattern
-Can Be Yours
-

O
[I

Set of 72 Pieces -

• First Quality
• 51 Gauge

9` 41, ‘'‘'')*
W`

L

icvream,...\

Reg. 16.50

Sale

14.88

Reg. 19.88
Reg. 24.50
11(!g. 28.00
Reg. 29.88
Reg. 34.50 .
Reg. 39.50 ..

Sale

18.88

Sheets

$

1/1 OFF

66x76 COTTON

All New Fall

SHEET

oolen Materials
ONE BIG TABLE NEW

Fall Suiting
Sale $1,28 yd.

All Woo) Materials in Tweeds, Checks
and Solids--A $19.50 Value

MEN'S
DRESS
SLACKS

5%

SpeciaI

$4.95

SPORTS COAT

0
LI

ONE BIG TABLE

S tliE V9 PRICE

Children's
OXFORDS
Sale $2.95

Reg. 59c
Special

Reg. 15c
.

8 For

2 or SIN

0=10

0

0

$995 - $1095

Sale S.gaj95

$4.95

IP

FALL

NEW

MEN'S

Coat Style Jackets
One Lot Boys
Rayon Acetate - Water Repellant

Assorted Colors and Styles

JACKETS

Sale $8.88
.. Sale $9.88
Sale $8.88
Sale $10.88

$10.95
$12.95
$11.95
$14.95

Reg. $5.95

Sale $3.88
JEANS
Reg. $1.69 Value

One Lot Boys

Sale $1.00

FUR COLLAR

S13.95

$11.88

Reg. $6.95

DUNGAREES

S14.95

$12.88

515.95

$13.88

$17.95

$15.88

2'; Yd. Long Organdy 2'2 Yd. Long Organdy
Colored
Colored

Ruffle

CURTAINS CURTAINS

sale $1 00

0=10=10=10

Colors: Rose, Pink
Blue, Greent. Yellow
Reg. $3.95

sale $2.88

0

Reg. $1.39

Sale $4.88

Sale $1.00

90" Long

One Table

One Big Table

Rayon Lace

New

CURTAINS

LUNCHEON
CLOTHS

FALL PRINTS

Reg. $1.00

Reg. 1.00 nd 1.29

Reg. 59c

sale 88c

sale 88c

sale 48c

o=0=.0

0
0

Boys Western 8-0z.

Boys Regular
8-0z. Zipper Fly

•

0
0

I. From sl6.50 to $39.50

KNIT CUFF JACKETS

40x87 Nylon

sale $2.88
0

Sizes 8'; to 3

$10.88

SHOES

CURTAINS Colors: Apse, Green,
Pink, And Blue
Reg $3 49
Reg $1.98

$100
0

$9.95 S
510.95 ..

0
0

A Good Assortment of Materials and Colors
In Your Size

Beg. 37.95 - $8.95

2 PRICE
SALE 1/
Bath Cloths

$7.95-8.95

$6.88
S8.88
$9.88

$12.95

Cordurciya Pants
Cannon

$4.88

LADIES
DRESS

Heavy Cannon

$5.95

MEN'S TOP COATS

S3.95

NOW

Reg. S4.95 to 12.95

Boys Reg. S3.95 and S6.95

Sizes 5 1 2 to 8

Lights, Darks,
Charcoal Colors

tifo'

SALE $17.88

Colors & Styles

Good Selection
of Colors to
Choose From.

Blankets

Boy; Corduroy

0
0El

Wool

DOUBLE

39e 3 Yds. $1.00

Good Asst. of

• Flannels
• Tweeds
• Worsteds
• Bedford
Cords

701030

Dark Colors

NOW $47.88

Children's

MEN'S SPORTS COATS

- A Real Bargain -

New Fall Prints

Crinkleweave, Worsteds in Rich Tones of Blue
and Brown. Regular, Shorts, Longs, Stouts,
Short Stouts.
A Regular $55.00 Value

SHOES

Blankets

'A ale Cordurov
vd.$1.00

GRIFFON SUITS

Reg $1.49

DOUBLE

ONE TABLE PIN

$29"1988$34" 0

RIDING Hoop

in New Fall Fabr -s, Color

11

Value-- $39.50 Value

Blankets

66x80 5' WOOL

•

$34.50

RED

Mixable, Matchable Slacks

Reg $1.79 and $1.98

0CI

22.88
Sale 26.88
Sale 27.88
Sale 31.88
Sale 36.88

Sale

TIME TO

ONE BIG TABLE

0

.. Sale

•

t
UP
.
IS
Special $1 IF‘hvilit 11FALL

NOW $2.21 yd.
NOW $2.96 yd.

Reg. 2.95
Reg 3.95

0

Sale

$169

1:1
•C !=_CCONNWIEi1.14111A=NNOM.

0LI
0[1

Reg. 15.00

130 Count 81x99
Pr.

El

11
'

Special For This Sale!

10.88
13.88

59C

O Your 'choice 19e each\

Stripes,
Fiberene and Checks in New Dark Colors
Shorts - Stouts - Reg. - Longs
100% Wool Flannels, Worsteds In

1Reg. 12.95

State Pride

or buy it in open stock

COME SEE

Reg. $1.00 Pair

28c ea'

$13.68

VALUES GALORE

01 =0

01=0

0

20

BATH

CLOTHS

Extra Special

$1.00
0=10=

